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Description
Contents are complete and in excellent condition (counters are unpunched), the game box is in fairly good condition for age (shows some minor
signs of wear & tear).
The Epsilon Cetus system, containing an M8 red dwarf and a G0 yellow star, was originally colonised by two independent relocations missions .
. . The first to arrive, and thus to claim the better G0 system, were those of Islamic origin . . . The second mission, of Chinese origin, arrived
some 50 years later, in a crippled colony ship . . . they found [the G0 system] jealously guarded by a handful of Islamic ships, and had to crashland instead in the far poorer quality red dwarf system. This early incident left a lasting animosity between the two cultures . . . Over two
centuries, the Islamic culture established itself in its system, exploiting its mineral and ecological wealth to the fullest, and developing a thriving
interplanetary society. The Chinese colony, on the other hand, was forced to spend the past 150 years in a spartan struggle for survival against
marginal environments and the unpredictable flares of [the red dwarf] . . . Now, however, the pressure of population on the Chinese and the
pressure for additional resource supplies on the Islamic has brought these two cultures into direct conflict.
DOUBLE STAR is a science fiction game of interplanetary warfare. Planets move in their orbits as ships fly between worlds on missions of
combat or mercy. Fighting between fleets depends on training and strength. Either side can pull small moons from orbit and use them as
weapons of mass destruction. Moderate complexity intended for ages 12 and above.
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Contains: Interplanetary Map, Ship & Equipment Counters, Rules, 1 Six-Sided Dice
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